EQUIPMENT
& FACILITIES

The Bernal Institute combines the Bernal Project,
the Materials and Surface Science Institute, and
the Stokes Institute (now Stokes Laboratories),
into a single entity - establishing University of
Limerick as a world leader in key research areas
where we deliver real world impact.

Equipment & Facilities
The Bernal Institute houses a wide range of state of the art research
equipment and facilities that allow researchers from a broad range of
expertise: mechanical, chemical and biomedical engineers; physicists;
materials scientists, biologists, mathematicians and chemists, to
focus on individual research projects as well as large interdisciplinary
research programs.

MSSI BUILDING
1	Transmission and Scanning
Electron Microscopes
Transmission and Scanning Electron Microscopes
(TEM, SEM) are among the most powerful tools
for examining materials. The Bernal Institute has
a worldclass portfolio of these machines on a low
vibration floor which allow materials and reactions
to be visualised at atomic levels. This ability to
visualise materials at this level is key for advanced
fabrication and use of nanoscale materials.

2	Multi-Functional Analytical Equipment
Hybrid instruments, such as the Hybrid Nanoscope
and SEM-Raman, combine multiple analytical
techniques into a single unit, providing superior
and rapid characterisation capabilities for
material analysis. These machines offer a vast
array of syndicated characterisation data as well
as being able to accept samples in a variety of
environments.

3	Education and Public Engagement
The Bernal Institute has a dedicated space for
public engagement and education providing a
bridge between research with and for society.
We strategically support the Bernal community
to become ambassadors and advocates
of STEM (science, technology, engineering
and mathematics) by incorporating societal
perspectives into all our research activities. We
infuse a culture of STEM education to all education
and public engagement activities, so as to foster
active participation in research, transparency,
diversity, inclusiveness and flexibility.

4	Single Crystal X-Ray Diffractometers
The single crystal X-Ray Diffractometers allow us
to rapidly determine the crystalline structure of
materials and to provide information on the unit
cell dimensions

5	Solid-state NMR Spectrometer (SSNMR)
SSNMR spectroscopy uses the magnetic
properties of atoms to determine the atomic-level
structure of solid materials.

6	Automated Tape Placement (ATP)
The ATP is a unique robotic machine in Ireland to
provide an advanced method of manufacturing
and joining composite components. This
technology offers significant advantages, such as
increased productivity and superior accuracy, over
more traditional techniques.

7	Crystallisation Research Pilot
These (7, 12) are a unique equipment suite with
dedicated units for crystallisation, isolation and
drying of materials coupled with on-line monitoring
facilities enabling the reproduction of batch and
continuous process configurations, ideally suited
for the pharmaceutical sector.
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ANALOG DEVICES BUILDING
8	Thermoclave
The Thermoclave is a modern system for the
curing of composite materials under a controlled
(controllable) environment. The large internal
working area is 1m in diameter and 3m in length
with a maximum working temperature and
pressure of 420˚C and 20 bar respectively.

9	Pharmaceutical Processing Suite
This suite offers a selection of wet chemistry,
chemical processing and analytical equipment,
highly sought after in pharmaceutical development.
From instrumented pharmaceutical dissolution
units, powder and hot melt extrusion suites, to
bench top and industrial scale tablet presses,
along with highly sensitive analytical instruments
of FTIR, UV-Vis and multi-eye NIR these facilities
offer an exceptional insight into the properties,
characteristics and behaviour of pharmaceutical
materials from synthesis, packing, tablet forming to
dissolution.

10	Confocal Microscope
The confocal microscope looks inside the threedimensional structure of living tissues. Fluorescent
markers can hook onto specific sites in the tissue
and be seen on the screen.

11	Surface Characterisation Tools
A number of physical characterisation tools are
available offering quantitative data about surfaces
of porous materials at low to high pressures, and in
differing gas environments.

12	Crystallisation Research Pilot
See MSSI Building (No. 7)

13 Bubbly Flow Channels
	This 5m high testing facility (18 and smaller pilot
unit 13) provides a unique opportunity to study
bubbly flows relevant to processes in the (bio)
chemical industry sector. Using Laser Doppler
Velocimetry, optical fibre probes, hydrophones and
high-speed imaging, these customised rigs allow
us to study flows in a shear layer as well as flow
instabilities, bubble trajectories and turbulence
properties.

14	Microfluidics Laboratories
The Bernal Institute boasts comprehensive
facilities (14, 19) for the analysis of small-scale
fluidic phenomena, and for the development of
related novel technologies. The laboratory features
Particle-Image Velocimetry (PIV) and LaserDoppler Anemometry (LDA) equipment for detailed
interrogation of flow, high-speed imaging and
microscopy for visualisation, and infra-red imaging
for thermal analysis.

15	Sustainable Chemical
Transformations Suite
This is a test-bed suite comprising of networked
chemical reactors coupled with a series of
chemical analytical diagnostics offering both
bio-processing and bio-analytical capabilities. It
is designed for operation with a diverse range of
raw materials, intermediate species and reactant
identities that fingerprint sustainable chemical
processes.
Together they help to determine and develop
chemical processes, for the conversion of
sustainable and waste feedstocks into bulk
chemicals and biofuels.

16	Spectro-electroanalysis Facilities
These specialised electrochemical and photoelectrochemical suites including high-end
potentiostats with impedance and low current
detection capabilities. In addition, there will be
a photo-electrochemical experimental suite with
calibrated optical benches consisting of LEDs
controlled by a potentiostat. A third spectroelectrochemical suite incorporating UV-Vis and
Raman capabilities will be developed specifically
tailored to look at nanomaterials at water-oil
interfaces.

17	Bioprocessing (BioPOINT)
BioPOINT is an industry-tailored infrastructure
suite for biologicals process engineering, process
development and biologicals analysis. This suite
of equipment will enable engineering studies
into biological process optimisation and scaleup for mammalian and bacterial platforms for
the production of biologicals including peptides,
antibodies and therapeutic enzymes. BioPOINT
will enable three key areas for Biopharmaceutical
industry and academia: (1) production, (2) isolation
and (3) validation.
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STOKES LABORATORIES

18 Bubbly Flow Channel

19	Microfluidics Laboratories

See Analog Devices Building (No. 13)

See Analog Devices Building (No. 14)

Products & Services
• Biomed Devices/Implants
• ICT/IoT Devices
• (Formulated) Pharma
• Flavours & Fragrance Delivery Systems
• (Functional) Foods
• Aviation/Transport (Parts)
• (Smart) Packaging
• Energy Systems
• Construction
• Renewable Fuels
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Materials
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Materials &
Structures
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Structural
Analysis
Materials for
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Research Centres
Due to our reputation for excellent engagement with industry,
UL has attracted significant sustained investments to support the
establishment of multi-partner, academia/industry collaborative
research centres led by UL and hosted by the Bernal Institute.

PMTC – Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
Technology Centre

IComp - Irish Composite Centre

www.pmtc.ie

IComp is the link between industry and the extensive
resources dedicated to composite materials in Irish
third-level institutions. The centre provides worldclass R&D, consultancy and networking opportunities
for industry sectors across Ireland, where there
are opportunities to use composite materials and
associated technologies.

PMTC is one of the leading state funded industry
informed research centres providing advanced
technology solutions for the pharmaceutical sector.
The centre funds five core research themes; plant
cleaning; enabling continuous processing; soft
sensors; chemometrics and powder processing.
All programmes are informed by industry and
resourced through Irish Research Performing
Organisations (RPOs) and managed through industry
technical teams and a centre steering committee.
Research Outputs are offered to PMTC industry
members through confidential right of first sights and
streamlined commercialisation processes. PMTC is
funded through the technology centre programme,
a joint initiative between Enterprise Ireland and IDA
Ireland allowing Irish companies and multinationals to
work together.

www.icomp.ie

The IComp team is helping to develop knowledge
and necessary skills within the Irish composites
community, enabling it to take advantage of the latest
technology and be competitive in the growing global
market. R&D activities include materials innovation
and processing, the design of composite components
and structures, joining technologies together with
damage detection and repair. All areas are supported
by a comprehensive programme of modelling, testing
and in-depth characterisation. Continuous investment
ensures that IComp is equipped with state-of-the-art
technology. IComp is funded through the Enterprise
Ireland and IDA technology centre programme.

DPTC – Dairy Processing Technology Centre
www.dptc.ie

The DPTC is an industry–academic collaborative
research centre, hosted by the University of Limerick.
The vision of the DPTC is to be the centre of
excellence for industry-led dairy processing research
and innovation in Ireland. The DPTC comprises 8
dairy processing industry partners and 9 RPOs. The
centre is funded by Enterprise Ireland (EI) as part of
the EI Technology Centre programme and by the
industry members.
The DPTC is industry led and the research
programme is informed by the industry partners. The
DPTCs research pillars (themes) are:
• Pillar 1: Cost competitiveness in dairy processing
• Pillar 2:	Next Generation dairy processing science
and technology
• Pillar 3:	Innovating for value through dairy
processing
• Pillar 4: Process quality and safety by design
• Pillar 5:	Environmental sustainability; towards a
zero emissions Irish dairy industry
The DPTC currently has 65 researchers in over 30
projects within the five pillars. Their work is directed
by 30 PI’s across the DPTC RPOs.

SSPC – Synthesis and Solid State
Pharmaceutical Centre
www.sspc.ie
The mission of SSPC is to position Ireland as a
Global Hub of Pharmaceutical Process Innovation
and Advanced Manufacturing. The Centre, funded by
Science Foundation Ireland and the pharmaceutical
industry offers particular strengths in pharmaceutical
science and engineering, mostly as these relate to
manufacturing. Uniquely, the Centre brings together
the collective experience and expertise in Ireland
from 9 Universities and Institutes of Technology,
24 industry partners and 12 international academic
collaborators, spanning the entire pharmaceutical
production chain and bridging traditional boundaries
between process chemistry and engineering as well
as between API manufacturing and drug formulation.
The SSPC comprises over 150 active researchers
and has funding of over €40 Million for six years
from mid-2013.

Confirm – Smart Manufacturing.
Transforming Irish Industry to a Smart
Manufacturing Ecosystem
www.confirm.ie
The manufacturing sector is the second largest employer in
Ireland and accounts for €110 billion in exports. The SFI research
centre, CONFIRM, aims to transform Ireland’s manufacturing
industry to become a world-leader in smart manufacturing.
Smart manufacturing seeks to add intelligence to our production
systems, creating the factories of the future, where products can
be fully customised and adaptable, decisions made in real-time,
supply-chains shortened and new innovations realised. Confirm
will be a game changer for Irish manufacturing competitiveness,
delivering the technological advances and expertise for a smart
manufacturing innovation ecosystem, enabling companies
to compete within the rapidly changing global landscape,
and boosting Ireland’s reputation as a leading international
manufacturing location.
The Confirm consortium is led by the University of Limerick with
key academic partners Tyndall National Institute, University
College Cork, Cork Institute of Technology, NUI Galway, Athlone
Institute of Technology, Maynooth University, Limerick Institute
of Technology. Confirm is supported by 42 Industry partners,
including major MNC’s and many SME’s.

fundamental scientific and
engineering knowledge
that can be applied to real
world problems.
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The equipment and facilities mentioned in this brochure have
been co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) under Ireland’s European Structural and Investment Funds
Programmes and the HEA, the European Commission, Science
Foundation Ireland, Enterprise Ireland, IDA Ireland, The Atlantic
Philanthropies and Analog Devices.
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